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Any second order linear hyperbolic partial differential operator involving 
two independent variables x and y may be expressed in the form 
The initial-value (Cauchy) problem involving such an operator can be solved 
once the so-called Riemann (or Riemsnn-Green) function is known. This 
function R(x, y, .$, 7) satisfies the differential equations 
and 
p,*,R = a2R - - ; [4x, Y) RI ax ay - ; [b(x, y) RI + +,Y) R = 0, 
where Y* denotes the adjoint operator to 2. The Riemann function 
R(x, y, e,q) also satisfies the initial conditions 
R(5, Y, 5, r)) = exp 1’ 46, t) dt 
9 
and 
R(x, 7, 5,~) = exp 12 Yt, 7) dt- 
e 
If a(x, y), b(x, y) and c(x, y) have continuous partial derivatives, there is 
exactly one function R(x, y, 6,~) which satisfies all of these conditions, so we 
may regard them as defining the Riemann function. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that in three distinct cases the form 
of the Riemann function can be predicted from the coefficients a(~, y), 
a(x, y), c(x, y) of the operator gz, . Once the form is known, the Riemann 
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function can be found by solving a single ordinary differential equation which 
is either Bessel’s, Laguerre’s, or Gauss’s hypergeometric equation, depending 
on the case at hand. The literature contains many examples in which the 
Riemann function is found by this procedure, but the form is usually predicted 
by what E. T. Copson calls an “inspired guess,” rather than by following a 
general procedure which requires no guesswork. Also, the examples found 
in the literature invariably seem to involve the Bessel equation or the hyper- 
geometric equation; no examples involving the Laguerre equation are known 
to me. This paper will seek to remedy both of these deficiencies. 
The procedure described herein involves infinitesimal transformations of 
the form 
x -+ x + c!f(x), 5 -+ 8 + f-Kf(O 
Y -jY + c&Y)* rl -+ rl + %+?), 
where f and g are each functions of a single argument and OL is an infinitesimal. 
It is convenient to denote such a transformation by either (f(x), g(y)) or 
(f, g). We exclude the case where bothf and g are identically zero, but if one 
of these two functions is identically zero we call the transformation a “zero 
transformation.” Thus a zero transformation has the form (f, 0) with f f 0 
or the form (0, g) with g # 0. We also stipulate that if fr(x) = Kf(x) and 
g,(y) = MY) h w ere k is a constant, then the transformations (f, g) and 
( fi , g,) are identical, since the constant k could be absorbed into the param- 
eter (II. Generalizing this stipulation, we may define linear dependence and 
independence of transformations in the usual manner: The transformations 
(fi 9 gJ, (fi ) g&*.9 (fn 1 &J are linearly dependent if there exist constants 
A, , k, ,a**, A,, not all zero, such that K, fi + k, fa + *** + knfn = 0 and 
kg, + k&z + ..* + k,gn = 0; otherwise the transformations are linearly 
independent. We then regard a set of transformations as “distinct” if and only 
if they are linearly independent. 
We will say that a function or an equation involving the variables x, y, 5,~ 
“invariant” under a transformation (f,g) if, when we replace x by 
z + af (x), y by y + ag(y), t by t + af (0 and rl by rl + ag(d, we obtain the 
original function or equation plus terms of order o(a) as OL -+ 0. Thus a 
function S(x, y, I, 7]) is invariant under (f, g) if 
S@ + af (49 Y + olg(Y), 4 + af (417 rl + ~g(d) 
or 
= S(x, Y, & d + 44 as a! + 0, 
lim S(x + ~f@),Y + olg(Yh E + c?f(O, rl + %+?N - S(%Y* r* 4 = 0 
Or-10 a 
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If S has continuous partial derivatives, this is clearly equivalent to the partial 
differential equation 
f(x) g + g(y) $ + f(6) $ + L?(7) $ = 0. 
If neither f nor g is zero, the “general solution” of this partial differential 
equation may be written as 
S = P(W) - G(y),Wi) - G(d,G9 - G(d), 
where 
F(x) = jZfgj 9 G(Y) = jvgG 7 
and p is an arbitrary function of three arguments. If g = 0, f # 0, we find 
that S = p(F(x) -F(f), y, 7); and if f = 0, g f 0, we have 
S = P(X> t> G(Y) - WI)). 
Thus we see that any transformation leaving S invariant reduces by one the 
number of essential variables on which S depends. 
We will be interested in finding transformations (f, g) which leave invariant 
the differential equations and initial conditions satisfied by the Riemann 
function. For, as one may easily show, any such transformation will also leave 
invariant the solution to these equations, which is the Riemann function 
itself. Before proceeding with this strategy, we note that transformations (f, g) 
are symmetric in the variables X, y on one hand and [, 7, respectively, on the 
other. We will therefore find it extremely helpful to introduce a new depend- 
ent variable S(x, y, E, 77) whose equations exhibit a corresponding symmetry. 
This may be done as follows. Let 
A(y, 7,~) = exp jy a(~, t> dt, 
II 
if+, Y) = 4? Y) - U% Y>, 
Y(X, y) = 4x, y) - 4k Y> - 4% Y) N% Y)- 
(The subscripts here denote partial derivatives.) Then we find that the dif- 
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ferential equations and initial conditions satisfied by the new dependent 
variable S are 
S(E, Y, 5,7) = qx, 7,5,7> = 1. 
These differential equations and initial conditions will be referred to in what 
follows as “the equations for S.” It may be shown that any transformation 
(f, g) which leaves the original equations for R invariant will also leave the 
equations for S invariant, but not vice versa. Thus we will lose no trans- 
formations by finding the invariances of the equations for S instead of those 
for R, and we may gain some. 
We note that if y = 0, the unique solution of the equations for S is clearly 
S = 1 (identically). Thus we have the 
PRELIMINARY THEOREM A. If 
c(x, Y) - by(X, y) - a@, Y) 4% r> = 0, 
then the Rimann function for the operator 
-Km! =& + 4x9 Y) g + 4% Y) -g + 4% Y) 
is 
R(x, Y, 5,~) = exp [J’ 4~ t> dt + s: V, 4 dt] - 
11 
Alternatively, we could have taken our new dependent variable to be 
We then would have proved, in the same manner, 
PRELIMINARY THEOREM B. If 
& Y) - 44 Y) - 4x9 Y) 4% Y> = 0, 
then the Riemann function for the operator 
%v = & + 4% Y) & + b(-% Y) ; + 4% Y) 
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In considering the equations for S, therefore, we assume henceforth that 
Y # 0. 
We will show how all infinitesimal transformations (f, g) leaving the equa- 
tions for S invariant can be found. Our procedure for finding the Riemann 
function succeeds when, and only when, there exist three distinct trans- 
formations (fi y gd, (fi 3 g&, (f3 9 gs) 1 eaving these equations, and hence S 
itself, invariant. We then have three first order partial differential equations 
satisfied by S: 
f&9 g + &(Y) g +fi(E) g + .&(71) $ = 0 
for i = 1, 2, 3. Solving these equations “simultaneously,” we find that their 
solution must have the form 
s = o(t), 
where t is a known function of x, y, [,T, and u is a function of a single argu- 
ment. By substituting u(t) for S into the second order partial differential 
equations satisfied by S, we obtain a single ordinary differential equation in 
t for the unknown function u. This equation is then easily solved, and so S is 
found. Hence the Riemann function Ii is determined. 
To find the infinitesimal transformations which leave the equations for S 
invariant, we first obtain 
THEOREM 1. The transfmnation ( f, g) 1 eaves the equations fur S invariant 
if and only if the functions /3 and y satisfy 
2 [f (4 &I Y)l + g k(Y) tB(x, Y)l = 0, 
g- [f (4 Y(% YII + $ [g(y) 74% Y)l = 0. 
OUTLINE OF PROOF. This is proved by replacing, in the differential 
equations for S, x by x + mf (x), y by y + erg(y), etc., dividing through by the 
leading coefficient, and comparing corresponding coefficients in the old and 
new equations. The partial differential equations given above for /3 and y 
are precisely the necessary and sufficient conditions for the coefficients in the 
new equation to differ from the corresponding coefficients in the old by 
terms of order o(a). The initial conditions are clearly unaffected by the trans- 
formation. 
We next obtain 
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THEOREM 2. If /3 and y are linearly independent, there can be at most one 
transformation (f, g) which leaves the equations for S invariant. If such a 
transfwmation exists, then 
PROOF. First it is easily shown that because j3 and y are linearly independ- 
ent, at least one of the determinants in the statement of the theorem must be 
different from zero. Hence the statement is meaningful. If we now assume that 
a transformation (f, g) exists, then the functions f and g must satisfy the 
equations in Theorem 1. We rewrite these equations in the form 
f (4 82 + L?(Y) t% + [f ‘(4 + ml B = 03 
f (4 Ycz + g(Y) Yu + [f ‘(4 + f(Y)1 Y = 0. 
Since /3 and y are linearly independent, these equations are in fact distinct; 
that is, the first is not just a multiple of the second. But these equations imply 
that 
f(x) _ &Y(Y) -f’(x) +&w , 
~-ET ItI :I 
from which the last statement in Theorem 2 follows. If neither of the deter- 
minants 
and B 80 
I I Y Yx 
is zero, it is clear that the negative of their ratio determines the functions f (x) 
and g(y) to within a constant factor, and thus uniquely determines the trans- 
formation (f, g). If one of these determinants, say 
B t% I I Y Yr ’ 
is zero, then necessarily g = 0 also, and the equations of Theorem 1 reduce 
to 
g [f (4 B(x, Y)l = 03 g [f (4 Y(X9 Y)I = 0, 
which imply that 
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where h, and h, are linearly independent since /I and y are. But then it is clear, 
again by Theorem I, that (f, 0) is the only transformation leaving the 
equations for S invariant. Similarly, if 
I I B J% -0 Y Yr -- ’ 
we find that f = 0, 
‘44 WG Y) = - 
i?(Y) ’ 
and y(x, y) = 3 , 
and (0, g) is the only transformation leaving the equations for S invariant. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We have shown that we cannot find more than one transformation (f, g) 
leaving the equations for S invariant unless the functions /3 and y which 
appear in those equations are linearly dependent. Since we have previously 
assumed that y f 0, this means that in order to find distinct transformations 
we must have /3 = ky where k is a constant. The equations of Theorem 1 
then reduce to the single equation 
g [f(x) Y(% Y)l + 6 k(Y) Yb Y)l = 0. 
Here y is known and we are looking for pairs of functions (f(x), g(y)) which 
satisfy this equation. 
First consider zero transformations of the type (f, 0). There is a function 
f(x) satisfying 
g [f (4 Y(X7 Y>l = cl 
if and only if y has the form 
But then by applying Theorem 1 we find that the equations for S are also 
invariant under the zero transformation (0, g) where g = I/h, and under the 
nonzero transformation (I$ - Gg) where 
w = S”fS t G(Y) = JwgG. 
We summarize the above results in the following 
409lz9/1-7 
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THEOREM 3. The equ&bns for S are invariant under more than one trans- 
formation, at least one of which is a zero transformation, if and only if/l = ky 
where k is a constant, and y has the form y(x, y) = l/f(x) g(y). The equations 
for S are then invariant under the three distinct transformations (f, 0), (0, g), 
and (Ff, - Gg), where 
F’(x) = j”f%, G(Y) = jvgs . 
We now consider the possibility of more than one distinct nonzero trans- 
formation. Our first result is 
LEMMA A. If (log Y)*~ and y are linearly independent, there can be at most 
one transformation (f, g) which leaves the equations for S invariant. If such a 
transformation exists, then 
I Pxv Psvv 
where p = log y. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2, we cannot have more than one transformation 
(f, g) unless /3 = ky for some constant k. By Theorem 1, every transforma- 
tion (f, g) which leaves the equations for S invariant must satisfy 
$ [f (4 Y&f r>l + g MY) Y(X? Y)l = 02 
which may be written in the form 
f (4 Pz + AY) PY + f ‘(4 + g’(y) = 0 
where p = logy. Differentiate this equation with respect to x and y to obtain 
f(x) Prrv + l?(Y) Pmv + [f ‘(4 + g’(y)1 Pzv = 0. 
Now repeat the proof of Theorem 2 with /I replaced by pav to establish 
Lemma A. 
Once again, if f and g are nonzero functions we write 
F(x) = jzfs, G(Y) = jvg+ - 
Then if f and g satisfy 
; r f (4 Y(X, Y)l + 8 MY) Y(X, Yll = 0, 
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there must exist a function r of a single argument such that 
Y(X, Y) = W) G’(Y) WW - G(Y)), 
since every solution of the first order partial differential equation satisfied by y 
has this form. Now assume that there are two or more nonzero transforma- 
tions which leave the equations for S invariant, and let (f, g) be one of them. 
By Lemma A, we must have 
(log YL, = my 
for some constant m. In this equation, substitute for y the expression con- 
taining r to obtain 
r’2 - j-p = mr3. 
Introduce a new function J by letting r = J-“. This produces 
J]” - 1’2 = y. 
Differentiate this equation to obtain 
Hence 
We have proved 
LEMMA B. If nonconstant functions F(x), G(y) exist such that 
r(x, Y) = F’(x) G’(Y) r(F(4 - G(Y)) 
and if 
(log rk = my 
for some constant m, then 
r = 1-2 
where J”/] is a constant. 
The usefulness of Lemma B, of course, is that it tells us the only possible 
forms for the function y if the equations for S are to be invariant under more 
than one nonzero transformation. Indeed, except for some minor details 
which are omitted, we have now proved 
THEOREM 4. The equations for S are invariant under more than one trans- 
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formation, none of which is a zero transformation, if and only if ,6l = ky for some 
constant k and y has one of the forms 
F’(x) G’(Y) 
dx9y) = +4 [F(x) _ G(y)J2 ’ 
F’(x) G’(Y) 
‘(” ‘) = - K2 coshs[F(x) - G(y)] ’ 
F’(x) G’(Y) 
y(x’ ‘) = K2 sinhs[F(x) - G(y)] ’ 
F’(4 G’(Y) 
y(x’ ‘) = K2 sin2[F(x) - G(y)] ’ 
where F and G are nonconstant functions and K2 is a constant. Letting f = 1 IF’, 
g = l/G’, three distinct nonzero transformations which leave the equations for S 
invariant are then (f, g), (Ff, Gg), and (F2f, G2g). 
Having established the foregoing theorems, we are now ready to show how 
the form of the Riemann function can be predicted whenever ,8 = ky and y 
has one of the forms given in Theorems 3 and 4. 
CASE 1. 
fqx, Y) = 0, Y&Y) = f(x)lg(y) - 
Here the equations for S are 
By introducing new variables 
x1 = F(x) = s 
zf%, EI =F(S), 
yl=G(y)= ‘A!- .r g(t) ’ rll = G(rl), 
these equations become 
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By Theorem 3, these equations are invariant under the three transformations 
(LO), (0, l), and (~1, - yr). Hence their solution S is also invariant under 
the same three transformations and must therefore satisfy the three first order 
partial differential equations 
xlg~ylS+h~_?lS~O. 
1 a35 h aTl 
The first of these equations implies that S = p(xr - t1 , yr , r]r), and this 
along with the second implies that S = 7(x1 - f, , yr - vr) = ~$2~ , t.J 
where t, = x1 - .$r , t, = yI - Q . Then since 
as a7 as a7 as a7 as a7 -=- 
ax, at, 3 F&y=%) zg=-2iy3 -=-at,> a771 
the third partial differential equation becomes 
(Xl - h) f - (Yl - 71) g = t1$ - t2 E = 0. 
The general solution of this last differential equation is 
7 = a@$,). 
That is, 
s = 4% - 6) (Yl - m>>* 
Thus we have found the form of the Riemann function. To find the Riemann 
function itself, we need only find the unknown function u of a single argu- 
ment. This is done by substituting our form for S into the second order 
partial differential equations satisfied by S. Both of these become 
k?(t) + u’(t) + u(t) = 0, 
where 
t = (Xl - 51) (Yl - 71). 
The initial conditions become 
o(0) = 1. 
The solution of this ordinary differential equation which satisfies this initial 
condition is easily found to be 
u(t) = .I,(2 *, 
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where J,, is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. Hence 
so the Riemann function has been found for this case. 
CASE 2. 
I% Y) = f(x)lg(y) 9 Y(x, Y) = f(x);(y) 
where K is a nonzero constant. 
In this case the equations for S are 
= + g ,: fg&T) + f(x);(y) ax ay s =o, 
As in Case 1, let 
x1 =F(x) = ,$), fl =F(f), 
I II dt YI =G(Y) = g(t)’ 71 = G(4. 
Then the equations for S become 
--E- + (Yl axI 35 - 71) gjy 
as + KS = 0, 
S(f, ,Yl 9 fl , 4 = +I ,q1 , 51, a) = 1. 
As before, these equations are invariant under the transformations (1, 0), 
(0, 11, and (xl 3 - yr), so S must again be a function of (xr - &) (yr - 7,). 
In this case, however, it is more convenient to assume S = u(t) where 
t = - (Xl - 51) (Yl - rll). 
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Then 
- = (Xl - El) 01 - ?l) u"(t) - cw ax, aYl 
= - to” - u’. 
Hence the first differential equation for S reduces to the ordinary differential 
equation 
td(t) + (1 - t) U’(t) - KU(t) = 0, 
which is Laguerre’s equation. The second partial differential equation reduces 
to this also, and the initial conditions for S become 
u(0) = 1. 
Following the usual notation, we denote the solution of the Laguerre equation 
which satisfies this initial condition by 
L-,(t). 
So we have, in this case, 
s(x, Y, 5, rl) = L-d- [F(x) - W-)1 [G(Y) - GM), 
which yields the desired Riemann function, 
CASE 3. y has one of the forms 
ta) 
F’(x) G’(Y) 
?dxy Y) = K2 [F(x) _ G(y)12 9 
(b) ?‘b Y> = - K2 cosh~;~;;~&y)] 3 
('1 
F’(4 G'(Y) 
'Ax' Y) = K2 sinh8[F(x) _ G(y)] ' 
ld) 
F’(x) G’(Y) 
dx’ Y) = K2 sin2[F(x) _ G(y)] ' 
and /3 = (KJKJ y, where K~ and ~~ are constants, ~~ # 0. 
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If y has form (a), let 
Xl =F(x) 
K = G(r) 
If y has form (b), let 
x1 = ctnhF(x) 
YI= tanh ‘3~) 
If y has form (c), let 
x1 = tanhF(x) 
y1 = tanh G(y) 
If y has form (d), let 
Xl = tanF(x) 
yl = tan G(Y) 
Then the equations for S, which are 
(I = ctnhF([) 
q1 = tanh G(q). 
[I = tanhF(6) 
y1 = tanh G(q). 
6 = tan&t) 
Q = tan G(T). 
%5 y, t, 7) = SC? 77, I  7) = 1, 
become 
PS as VI dt 
ax1 ayl + xl ay, I nl (x1 - t)2 + K2 (x1 :y,y = OS 
These equations are invariant under the three distinct transformations (1, l), 
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(x1 , yJ, (x12, y12). This implies that S satisfies the three first order partial 
differential equations 
g+ 
as 
1 g+ 
$+ --=o, 
1 a71 
Xl g+Y1$+41 -g+71g=o, 
1 
xc s + y12 g + [I2 g + 712 e = 0. 
1 
These three equations tell us that the gradient of S in xi , yr , t1 , Ti-space 
is perpendicular to the directions (1, 1, 1, l), (x1 , yl, f1 , ?J and (x12, yi2, 
512, 7r2). This determines the direction of grad S almost everywhere. 
If t is any other quantity satisfying the same three equations there must be a 
functional dependence between S and t since their level surfaces have the 
same normals and are thus identical. In view of this we shall proceed as 
follows. We first find a simple function t which is invariant under the above 
three transformations and then determine S as a function of the single 
variable t using its differential equation and initial conditions. 
In looking for a suitable t we may ignore terms of order O(R) in the equations 
which express the invariance of t under a transformation (f, g). For clearly, if 
we can find a t which satisfies 
for all 01 (not just to terms of order o(a) as 01+ 0), then a fovtiori t is invariant 
under the infinitesimal transformation (f, g) as defined earlier. In this stronger 
sense, invariance under the first transformation (1, 1) means that 
for all a; i.e. t depends only on the differences between the variables. Invari- 
ance in the stronger sense under the second transformation (x, y) means that t 
is a homogeneous function of degree 0 of the variables (x1 , yi , [I , qr). As 
for the third transformation (x2, y2), remembering that 
d d 
x2 & = - d(l/x) 
we note that the differential equation expressing invariance under (x2, ys) 
changes into the corresponding differential equation for (1, 1) if we take 
(1 /xi , l/y1 , 1 /fl , 11~~) as new independent variables. Hence we would look 
for a t which depends only on the differences of these quantities. 
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A function which is obviously invariant under the first two transformations 
since it depends only on the differences of the coordinates and is homogeneous 
of degree 0, and which in addition is commended by symmetry and simpli- 
city is 
t = (Xl - &I (Yl - 71) 
(Xl -YJ G5 - 71) * 
If we divide top and bottom by xryrfr~r we get the alternative form 
( :, 
1 --- -_- 
t= Xl iI 
H ;I ) 
( 
1 1 1 1 --- --- 
Yl Xl I( 71 El 1 
which shows that t is invariant under the third transformation also. 
Substituting S = u(t) into the equations for S produces the ordinary 
differential equation 
t(1 - t) U”(t) + [l - (2 - K1) t] U’(t) + K&t) = 0 
and the initial condition 
o(0) = 1. 
The differential equation is in the form of Gauss’s hypergeometric equation 
t(1 - t) u”(t) + [c - (u + b + 1) t] u’(t) - do(t) = 0, 
whose solution satisfying u(O) = 1 is denoted by 
F(Q, b; c; t). 
Thus if a and b satisfy 
LZ+b=l-K, 
ub = - K2, 
we have 
( 
(Xl - 11) (Yl - rll) 
S=F u’~;1;(X1-yl)(&-71) 1 ’ 
and so the Riemann function is found in Case 3. 
I conclude this paper with an example of Case 2, which is the case that has 
not appeared anywhere in the literature to my knowledge. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
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where a and K are constants, K # 0. Here 
A(Y, 7, x) = exp j: f (a - --&) dt = (cl’ exp r&] , 
ax, 5,171 = , 
%Y, 15,7) = ($)” exp [z] S(X,Y, 6,7), 
PC? Y) = d% Y) - ux, Y) = & 7 
Y(X, Y) = 4x, Y> - ux, Y) - 4% Y) wx, y) = (xY)-2. 
The equations for S are 
SC!, Y, 5,7) = S(x, 7, E, 7) = 1. 
If we put 
I 
x dt 1 x1= -=.--, 
m Kt2 KX &=-$9 
ql=-L, 
7 
the equations for S reduce to 
g& 1 + (Yl - 71) 2 + KS = 09 
& 11 + (& - X1) g 1 + KS = 0, 
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Letting 
where 
s = u(t) 
t = - (XI - &;> (YI - T4, 
these equations reduce to 
tu”(t) + (1 - t) a’(t) - Ku(t) = 0, 
o(0) = 1, 
whose solution is the Laguerre function 
L(t). 
Now we calculate t in terms of the original variables to be 
t = _ (3 - I) (Y - 77) .
KXYh 
So the Riemann function for the original operator oE4 is 
R(x, y, f, 77) = (X)” exp [g] L-, (- (x -K$g - ‘I) . 
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